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ABSTRACT
Five laboratory samples were measured for comparison with the moon, using a Wollaston photopolarimeter with filters

near 0.36, 0.53, and 0.97 fi, having the sun as light source. Three of the samples were porous dust layers of ground volcanic
cinder particles smaller than 37 n, in "fairy-castle" structures. The other two were: a porous but solid lava fragment, and
the same fragment covered with a fairy-castle dust layer made from the same lava. The solid lava fragment is more highly
polarized than the moon, and has essentially no wavelength dependence. The wavelength and phase dependence of the lunar
polarization is closely matched by the fairy-castle structures. No dependence of polarization on sample orientation was found
for the volcanic materials. Differential photometry was done with the same filters using a smoked MgO layer as comparison.
All samples show a linear brightness increase (in magnitudes) from 50° to 20° phase, similar to the moon. The fairy-castle
structures show an appreciable opposition effect in the ultraviolet which, however, almost disappears in the green and infrared.

PAPER III (Gehrels et al. 1964) shows the wavelength dependence of polarization and of bright
ness for selected lunar regions. Recent laboratory work
was done by Hapke and Van Horn (1963) on samples
of loosely compacted dust particles, referred to as
"fairy-castle" structures. However, Hapke and Van
Horn have as yet not used the wavelength dependence
of polarization nor has accurate photometry of lunar
regions near zero phase been available to them. There
fore, the present paper uses in the laboratory the
equipment of Paper III in order to observe brightness
and polarization with ultraviolet, green, and infrared
filters and at a range of phases as was done for the
lunar regions.

I. Equipment
a. Laboratory Arrangement

The apparatus consisted of a coelostat, a tube for
the light path into the room, a sample mount, and the
Wollaston photometer. The apparatus was arranged
with a horizontal plane of vision (defined by the tube
axis, the sample, and the photometer). Large optical
paths (about 6 ft) from tube end to sample and from
sample to photometer were used to permit measure
ments as near zero phase as possible. The photometer
was mounted horizontally, and on wheels in order to
vary the phase angle (defined as the angle at the sample,
between the direction to the light source and the
direction to the photometer).

b. Zero-Phase Arrangement
At zero phase angle the photometer would ordinarily

eclipse the light source. Therefore zero-phase photom
etry was done with the incoming beam passing straight
through a thin inclined glass plate, the light reflected
by the sample being observed at the 90° reflection by
the glass plate. No corrections for the several reflections
were necessary as the photometry was made differ
entially using a comparison plate, as described in
Sec. IV.

c Light Source
For realistic comparison of laboratory data with

lunar measurements the illumination of the sample
should resemble the illumination of the moon by the
sun. In particular, the source must have a high intensity
from about 3300 to 10 000 A (for precise UGI photom
etry of low-albedo samples) similar to the solar energy
distribution, it must be reasonably well collimated
(light directly from the sun converges from only about
0?5), it must produce a minimum of stray light in the
laboratory, and it must have broad-band polychromatic
radiation or the polarimeter's Lyot depolarizer will not
function properly. An artificial source with both
spectral continuity and sufficient intensity in the ultra
violet was not found, and a coelostat for solar illumi
nation was used instead. The reflection of the sun from
the coelostat's two front-surfaced aluminized mirrors
was directed horizontally through the 15-ft long hollow
tube of 6 in. diameter, painted flat black inside, which
was mounted through a hole in the laboratory door.
The direction of the incoming beam was maintained
within ±0?3 by readjustments of the motorized
coelostat. The polarization introduced by the reflections
from the two mirrors was eliminated by placing a 1-in.-
diameter Lyot depolarizer at the end of the tube.

d. Sample Mount
The sample required a support which would permit

at each phase angle a wide range of orientations. A
modified theodolite was used as mount so that the
phases and orientations could be precisely determined.
Translation of the sample mount in three orthogonal
directions was necessary in order to maintain obser
vation of a given point, regardless of the orientation
of the sample.

e. Diaphragms

In place of a telescope a l-in.-diam. lens, of 7 in. focal
length, was installed to focus the sample on the photom
eter diaphragm. The fairy-castle structures were usually

'Reprinted from the Astronomical Journal. Vol. 70. No. 6. pp. 403-413. August 1965, with permission.
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